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AGENDA 

TREASURE ISLAND MOBILITY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
Meeting Notice 

Date:  Tuesday, December 12, 2017; 11:00 a.m. 

Location: Legislative Chamber, Room 250, City Hall 

Commissioners: Kim (Chair), Ronen (Vice Chair), Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Peskin, Safai, 
Sheehy, Tang and Yee 

Clerk: Alberto Quintanilla 

1. Roll Call

2. Chair’s Report – INFORMATION

3. Executive Director’s Report – INFORMATION

Consent Agenda 

4. Approve the Minutes of the June 27, 2017 Meeting – ACTION*

5. Award of Three-Year Professional Services Contracts, with an Option to Extend
for Two Additional One-Year Periods, to WSP USA, Inc. and Resource Systems
Group, Inc. in a Combined Amount Not to Exceed $200,000 for On-Call
Modeling Services – ACTION*

End of Consent Agenda 

6. Authorize the Executive Director to Execute, with Conditions, a Memorandum of
Understanding with the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District– ACTION*

Other Items 

7. Introduction of New Items – INFORMATION
During this segment of the meeting, Commissioners may make comments on items not
specifically listed above, or introduce or request items for future consideration.

8. Public Comment

9. Adjournment
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*Additional Materials
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The meeting proceedings can be viewed live or on demand after the meeting at www.sfgovtv.org. To know the exact 
cablecast times for weekend viewing, please call SFGovTV at (415) 554-4188 on Friday when the cablecast times have 
been determined. 

The Legislative Chamber (Room 250) and the Committee Room (Room 263) in City Hall are wheelchair accessible. 
Meetings are real-time captioned and are cablecast open-captioned on SFGovTV, the Government Channel 26. Assistive 
listening devices for the Legislative Chamber and the Committee Room are available upon request at the Clerk of the 
Board’s Office, Room 244. To request sign language interpreters, readers, large print agendas or other accommodations, 
please contact the Clerk of the Board at (415) 522-4800. Requests made at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting will 
help to ensure availability. Attendees at all public meetings are reminded that other attendees may be sensitive to various 
chemical-based products. 

The nearest accessible BART station is Civic Center (Market/Grove/Hyde Streets). Accessible MUNI Metro lines are the 
F, J, K, L, M, N, T (exit at Civic Center or Van Ness Stations). MUNI bus lines also serving the area are the 5, 6, 7, 9, 19, 
21, 47, and 49. For more information about MUNI accessible services, call (415) 701-4485. There is accessible parking in 
the vicinity of City Hall at Civic Center Plaza and adjacent to Davies Hall and the War Memorial Complex. Accessible 
curbside parking is available on Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place and Grove Street. 

If any materials related to an item on this agenda have been distributed to the TIMMA Board after distribution of the 
meeting packet, those materials are available for public inspection at the Transportation Authority at 1455 Market Street, 
Floor 22, San Francisco, CA 94103, during normal office hours. 

Individuals and entities that influence or attempt to influence local legislative or administrative action may be required by 
the San Francisco Lobbyist Ordinance [SF Campaign & Governmental Conduct Code Sec. 2.100] to register and report 
lobbying activity. For more information about the Lobbyist Ordinance, please contact the San Francisco Ethics 
Commission at 25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 220, San Francisco, CA 94102; (415) 252-3100; www.sfethics.org. 
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DRAFT MINUTES 

 

TREASURE ISLAND MOBILITY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

Tuesday, June 27, 2017 
 

1. Roll Call 

Chair Kim called the meeting to order at 11:00 a.m. The following members were: 

Present at Roll Call: Commissioners Cohen, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen and Yee 
(6) 

Absent at Roll Call: Commissioners Breed, Farrell, Safai and Tang (entered during 
Item 2) and Sheehy (5) 

 Chair Kim called Items 2 and 3 together. 

2. Chair’s Report – INFORMATION 

3. Executive Director’s Report – INFORMATION 

Chair Kim reported that this was the first TIMMA Board meeting since January and thanked 
Commissioners Ronen and Tang for serving on the TIMMA Committee, which met in April 
and May. She said TIMMA was making progress on its infrastructure and mobility program 
for Treasure Island, including the Vista Point opening in May, which included Oakland Mayor 
Libby Schaff  and representatives from the Treasure Island Development Authority, Bay Area 
Toll Authority (TIDA), Caltrans and the U.S. Coast Guard. She said to prepare for this 
upcoming work, along with Director Tilly Chang, she recently attended a congestion 
management conference and Mobility Pricing Academy, hosted by the C40 cities leadership 
group and Natural Resources Defense Council. She thanked C40 for sponsoring her 
participation, and said it was useful to join with elected officials and staff  from the U.S., 
Canada, South America, Europe and New Zealand, who were all committed to combatting 
climate change. She said attendees learned from one another and particularly from the 
experiences of  London and Stockholm, including how each city was managing congestion, 
lowering emissions and improving public health and equity. She said attendees also learned 
how pricing was not a single-pronged effort, but worked as part of  a suite of  integrated 
mobility management strategies, and that with the right design and public engagement, pricing 
could be effective. 

Chair Kim said that the mobility programs in London and Stockholm both reported a 20% 
drop in car trips, which led to significant environmental benefits, as London also reported a 
16% decrease in Carbon Dioxide emissions. She noted that this represented an important 
urban health and equity intervention, as air quality was effected by brakes and tires as well as 
emissions, so it was not only about increasing the number of  clean vehicles but also reducing 
the number of  overall vehicles. She said in terms of  equity, it was well known that poor air 
quality and climate change impacts were most serious for the most vulnerable populations. 
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She noted that at the conference the Mayor of  London announced a bold new transportation 
strategy for the next 25 years that expanded London’s congestion charging and low emissions 
zone to create an ultra -low emissions zone by 2019. 

Chair Kim said that in London and Stockholm, adapting travel behavior was easier than most 
citizens expected. She said implementing bus and rail transit improvements was key to that 
smooth and successful experience and was made possible by the charging system revenues 
which could only be spent on transportation improvements. She said that in London, the 
charging system generated about £150 million per year for transit, bicycling and walking 
improvements as well as general traffic management. She said the attending group from San 
Francisco shared information about its own incentives and rewards as well as equity. She said 
they discussed the Transit Pass and Affordability program that the TIMMA Committee had 
asked staff  to develop the year prior, and noted that the pass provided motorists with the 
ability to earn toll credits for taking transit for a greater share of  trips. She said she looked 
forward to trying innovative incentive and benefit concepts like that one as part of  Treasure 
Island’s comprehensive mobility management program. 

Tilly Chang, Executive Director, presented the Executive Director’s Report. 

There was no public comment on Items 2 and 3. 

 Consent Agenda 

4. Approve the Minutes of  the January 24, 2017 Meeting – ACTION 

5. Approve the Revised Administrative Code – ACTION 

6. Approve the Revised Rules of  Order, Fiscal and Travel, Conference, Training and 
Business Expense Reimbursement Policies – ACTION 

There was no public comment. 

Commissioner Fewer moved to approve the Consent Agenda, seconded by Commissioner 
Yee. 

The Consent Agenda was approved without objection by the following vote: 

Ayes: Commissioners Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Tang 
and Yee (10) 

Absent: Commissioner Sheehy (1) 

 End of  Consent Agenda 

 Chair Kim called Items 7 and 8 together. 

7. Amend the Adopted Fiscal Year 2016/17 Budget to Increase Revenues and 
Expenditures by $783,526 – ACTION 

8. Adopt the Proposed Fiscal Year 2017/18 Annual Budget and Work Program – 
ACTION 

Commissioner Yee commented that there appeared to be an increase in revenue and asked 
how it was determined that expenditures would be increased correspondingly. Eric Cordoba, 
Deputy Director for Capital Projects, replied that staff  anticipated the revenue increase and 
projected expenditures accordingly, with work was performed as needed until the additional 
revenues became available, per agreement with TIDA. 
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There was no public comment on Items 7 or 8. 

Items 7 and 8 were approved without objection by the following vote: 

Ayes: Commissioners Breed, Cohen, Farrell, Fewer, Kim, Peskin, Ronen, Safai, Tang 
and Yee (10) 

Absent: Commissioner Sheehy (1) 

Other Items 

Chair Kim called Items 9 and 10 together. 

9. Introduction of  New Items – INFORMATION 

10. Public Comment 

There were no new items introduced. 

During public comment, Andrew Yip spoke about conscience. 

11. Adjournment      

The meeting was adjourned at 11:17 a.m. 
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RESOLUTION AWARDING THREE-YEAR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS, 

WITH AN OPTION TO EXTEND FOR TWO ADDITIONAL ONE-YEAR PERIODS, TO 

WSP USA, INC. AND RESOURCE SYSTEMS GROUP, INC. IN A COMBINED AMOUNT 

NOT TO EXCEED $200,000 FOR ON-CALL MODELING SERIVCES, AND AUTHORIZING 

THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO NEGOTIATE CONTRACT PAYMENT TERMS AND 

NON-MATERIAL CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

WHEREAS, TIMMA relies on on-call consultants to support the Technology, Data, and 

Analysis Division with various services related to travel modeling and analysis; and 

WHEREAS, On-call modeling services include assistance with travel demand model 

development, project-level modeling assistance, data collection, and traffic operations analysis in 

support of the Treasure Island Mobility Management Program; and 

WHEREAS, Given the wide range of desired proficiencies and experience, the amount and 

complexity of TIMMA’s work program, and occasional conflicts of interest or availability that arise 

for specific efforts, staff propose to contract with two consultant teams with which TIMMA may call 

upon on a task order basis; and 

WHEREAS, On September 5, 2017, TIMMA and the San Francisco County Transportation 

Authority (Transportation Authority) issued a Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for on-call modeling 

services to support TIMMA’s work program over the next three years; and 

WHEREAS, TIMMA received three Statements of Qualifications (SOQs) in response to the 

RFQ by the due date of October 4, 2017; and 

WHEREAS, A selection panel comprised of San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency 

and TIMMA staff evaluated the SOQs based on qualifications and other criteria identified in the RFQ; 

and 
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WHEREAS, Interviews were not conducted nor deemed necessary due to the quality of the 

SOQs and the familiarity of staff with previous work performed by the majority of firms who 

submitted SOQs; and 

WHEREAS, Based on the competitive process defined in the evaluation criteria of the RFQ 

document, the selection panel recommended awarding contracts to the two highest-ranked firms: 

WSP USA Inc. (WSP) and Resource Systems Group, Inc. (RSG); and 

WHEREAS, The selection panel recommended that the Transportation Authority and 

TIMMA both award contracts to the same two firms as the agencies’ share modeling staff resources 

which will enhance staff efficiency in issuing task orders and supporting project needs; and 

WHEREAS, TIMMA’s portion of the scope of work described in the RFQ is anticipated in 

TIMMA’s adopted Fiscal Year (FY) 2017/18 work program and budget through relevant projects and 

studies, and sufficient funds will be included in future fiscal year budgets to cover the cost of these 

contracts; and 

WHEREAS, The professional services will be funded by a combination of federal Surface 

Transportation Planning grants, federal and/or state grants from Caltrans and the Metropolitan 

Transportation Commission, local agency contributions and Prop K sales tax funds; now, therefore, 

be it 

RESOLVED, That TIMMA hereby awards three-year professional services contracts, with an 

option to extend for two additional one-year periods, to WSP and RSG in a combined amount not to 

exceed $200,000 for on-call modeling services; and be it further 

RESOLVED, That the Executive Director is hereby authorized to negotiate contract payment 

terms and non-material contract terms and conditions; and be it further 

RESOLVED, That for the purposes of this resolution, “non-material” shall mean contract 

terms and conditions other than provisions related to the overall contract amount, terms of payment, 
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and general scope of services; and be it further 

RESOLVED, That notwithstanding the foregoing and any rule or policy of TIMMA to the 

contrary, the Executive Director is expressly authorized to execute agreements and amendments to 

agreements that do not cause the total agreement value, as approved herein, to be exceeded and that 

do not expand the general scope of services. 

Attachment: 
1. Scope of Services
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Attachment 1 – TIMMA Scope of Services 

TIMMA seek consultant teams with expertise in multimodal activity-based modeling, dynamic 
traffic/transit assignment, land use modeling, and data collection, analysis, visualization and 
warehousing in complex urban settings. It is the intent of TIMMA to pre-qualify multiple consultant 
firms and/or teams of firms in the major tasks described below that will collectively provide the best 
overall service packages, inclusive of fee considerations, on an as-needed basis for modeling projects 
through the issuance of Task Orders. TIMMA will separately contract with the selected teams for a 
three-year term, with an option to extend, which may be exercised at the discretion of TIMMA, for 
two additional one-year periods (up to a total of five years). Consultant firms will be pre-qualified to 
perform services for TIMMA. TIMMA has budgeted $200,000 for these contracts for the first three-
year term, with the value of subsequent one-year extensions to be determined by future TIMMA 
budgets.  

Travel Model Technical Assistance Required: As noted above, it is the intent of  TIMMA to 
contract with one or more modeling consultant teams, with whom TIMMA shall select prospective 
consultants on a Task Order basis for modeling development and application projects. The 
establishment of contracts with one or more consultant teams will enable TIMMA to enlist the 
services of a broad range of modeling specialists on an on-call, as-needed basis. As needs arise, 
TIMMA will share outline scopes of work with lead firms to obtain more detailed team task order 
proposals (scopes, schedules/availability, personnel, budgets). TIMMA will assign tasks on these 
criteria as well as conflicts of interest, if any. No selected team is guaranteed a Task Order under this 
contract. 

A list of six general areas of expertise sought in prospective teams is provided below, lettered A 
through F. TIMMA will favorably consider teams that have capabilities in all six areas of expertise, 
but specialized teams may also submit responses for one or more areas of expertise that match the 
team’s capabilities. Teams must declare which of these areas of expertise they are qualified to support. 

A. Activity-Based Travel Model (“ABM”) Development
• Developing and managing travel model source code using git/github version control
• Update individual subcomponents of SF-CHAMP to provide enhanced analytic

capabilities
• Enhance local-area validation for specific corridors as project studies arise; for

example the Bay Bridge corridor and traffic traveling to and from Treasure Island
• Economic, land use, and demographic forecasting to support ABM

B. Dynamic Traffic Assignment (“DTA”) and/or Dynamic Transit Assignment
• Update the Transportation Authority’s DTA model and expand the network regionally
• Validate and apply the DTA model

C. Model Applications
• Provide modeling support for various upcoming ABM and/or DTA model

applications
• Develop, code, run, and provide insight on modeling scenarios
• Support TIMMA-specific needs, including:

o Provide model application support for Treasure Island development, toll/pricing
policy, and transportation service scenarios
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o Integrate travel forecasts with other TIMMA modeling tools, e.g., Excel-based
cost and revenue model(s)

D. Data Collection and Analysis
• Traffic data collection and surveying
• Collection and analysis of passively collected and/or location-based data
• Support TIMMA-specific needs, including:

o Perform data analysis and insight from baseline (“before-project”) data
o Develop data approach for TIMMA Program’s Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

E. Traffic Operations Analysis
• Evaluate roadway operations
• Conduct traffic microsimulation analysis
• Analysis and forecasting of toll roads, managed lanes, transportation pricing, and travel

demand management policies
• Advise on transportation facility design regarding operational performance and

geometric or technological constraints

F. Data Warehouse and Visualization
• Graphical representation, mapping, and visualization
• Web-based data presentation and interactive tools

The above-mentioned areas of expertise and example task types are representative of needs in the 
coming three years – additional undetermined task types are anticipated to be needed and not all task 
types listed above will necessarily be produced under this contract in the next three years. 
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Memorandum 

Date: October 18, 2017 
To: Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency Board 
From: Joe Castiglione – Deputy Director for Technology, Data and Analysis 
Subject: 10/24/17 Committee Meeting: Recommend Award of Three-Year Professional Services 

Contracts, with an Option to Extend for Two Additional One-Year Periods, to WSP USA, 
Inc. and Resource Systems Group, Inc. in a Combined Amount Not to Exceed $200,000 
for On-Call Modeling Services 

DISCUSSION 

Background. 

TIMMA seeks on-call transportation modeling services to support  TIMMA’s Fiscal Year (FY) 
2017/18 and future year activities, including assistance with travel demand model development, 
project-level modeling assistance, data collection, and traffic operations analysis in support of  the 
Treasure Island Mobility Management Program. The complete scope of  services is included as 
Attachment 1. 

The San Francisco County Transportation Authority (Transportation Authority) currently has an on-
call modeling services contract, with a team led by WSP (formerly Parsons Brinckerhoff, Inc.). This 
contract has served the Transportation Authority and TIMMA well over the past five years and is 
approaching the end of its contract term. 

Procurement Process. 

RECOMMENDATION       ☐ Information      ☒ Action 

• Recommend award of three-year professional services contracts, with
an option to extend for two additional one-year periods, to WSP 
USA, Inc. (WSP) and Resource Systems Group, Inc. (RSG) in a 
combined amount not to exceed $200,000 for on-call modeling 
services 

• Authorize the Executive Director to negotiate contract payment
terms and non-material terms and conditions

SUMMARY 

The Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency (TIMMA) relies on 
on-call consultants for support with various services related to travel 
modeling and analysis. On-call modeling services include model 
development, model maintenance, model application, data collection, 
and other related activities. This action would award contracts to two 
highly qualified and deeply experienced teams to support these needs. 

☐ Fund Allocation
☐ Fund Programming
☐ Policy/Legislation
☐ Plan/Study
☐ Capital Project

Oversight/Delivery
☐ Budget/Finance
☒ Contract/Agreement
☐ Other:
__________________
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The Transportation Authority and TIMMA issued a joint Request for Qualifications (RFQ) for on-
call modeling services on September 5, 2017. We held a pre-response conference on September 11, 
2017, which provided opportunities for small businesses and larger firms to meet and form 
partnerships. 8 firms attended the conference. 

We took steps to encourage participation from small and disadvantaged business enterprises, 
including advertising in five local newspapers: the San Francisco Examiner, the San Francisco Bay 
View, Nichi Bei, the Small Business Exchange, and the Western Edition. We also distributed the RFQ, 
sign-in sheets for the pre-response conference, and periodic updates on the RFQ to certified small, 
disadvantaged and local businesses, Bay Area and cultural Chambers of  Commerce, the Small 
Business Councils, as well as the Travel Model Improvement Program. 

By the due date of  October 4, 2017, we received three Statements of  Qualifications (SOQs) in 
response to the RFQ. Interviews were not conducted nor deemed necessary due to the quality of  the 
SOQs and the familiarity of  staff  with previous work performed by the majority of  firms who 
submitted SOQs. A selection panel comprised of  San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency 
(SFMTA) and Transportation Authority/TIMMA staff  evaluated the SOQs based on qualifications 
and other criteria identified in the RFQ. Based on the competitive process, defined in the evaluation 
criteria of  the RFQ document, the selection panel recommends awarding contracts to the two highest-
ranked firms: WSP and RSG. The selection panel recommends that the Transportation Authority and 
TIMMA both award contracts to the same two firms, as the agencies’ share modeling staff  resources. 
Awarding contracts to the same on-call modeling consultant teams will enhance staff  efficiency in 
issuing task orders and supporting project needs. The contract award for the Transportation 
Authority’s portion of  the contract will be considered by the Transportation Authority Board at its 
November 14, 2017 meeting. 

Both WSP and RSG have unique skills, technical expertise, and project experience in relevant areas. 
Both firms have provided modeling services to the Transportation Authority in the past, have strong 
track records of providing modeling services on time and on budget, and have established teams with 
specialized knowledge and abilities. 

Given the wide range of desired proficiencies and experience, the amount and complexity of 
TIMMA’s work program, and occasional conflicts of interest or availability that arise for specific 
efforts, there is a need for broad and deep access to transportation modeling skills in the on-call 
modeling services contract. We propose to contract with two consultant teams with whom TIMMA 
may call upon on a task order basis. Such an arrangement has been used in the past for the 
Transportation Authority’s previous on-call modeling services contracts, which has proved beneficial 
to the Transportation Authority’s Technology, Data and Analysis Division’s work program. 

Consultants selected for a contract will remain eligible for consideration for task order negotiation on 
an as-needed basis for the initial three-year term plus two optional one-year extensions. While TIMMA 
intends to engage pre-qualified firms based on capabilities, experience and availability, no selected 
team is guaranteed a task order.  

We expect to receive federal financing assistance to fund a portion of this contract, and will adhere to 
federal procurement regulations. For this contract, we established a Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise (DBE) goal of 5%, accepting certifications by the California Unified Certification Program. 
SOQs from both teams meet the DBE goal. The WSP team includes 12.5% DBE participation from 
two subconsultants: Asian Subcontinent-owned W&S Solutions, LLC and Women-owned 
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Transportation Analytics, in addition to two other subconsultants: INRO Consultants, Inc. and the 
University of Kentucky. The RSG team includes 10% DBE participation from one subconsultant: 
Asian-Subcontinent-owned TJKM, in addition to two other subconsultants: INRO and Bowman 
Research and Consulting. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

The scope of  work described in the RFQ is anticipated in TIMMA’s adopted Fiscal Year 2017/18 
work program and budget through relevant projects and studies. Budget for these activities will be 
funded by a combination of  local agency contributions from the Treasure Island Development 
Authority, the SFMTA and Prop K sales tax funds. The first year’s activities are included in TIMMA’s 
adopted Fiscal Year 2017/18 budget, and sufficient funds will be included in future fiscal year budgets 
to cover the cost of  these contracts. 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 

Attachment 1 – TIMMA Scope of Services 

Attachment 2 – Work Assignment for Current On-Call Modeling Contract 
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Attachment 2 

On-Call Modeling Work Assignments (2013 – 2017) 

Prime Consultant Subconsultant(s) Work Assignment Description Amount 

WSP USA Inc. 
(formerly Parsons 
Brinckerhoff, Inc.) 

Resource Systems 
Group, Inc., 
Transportation Analytics 

Treasure Island Mobility 
Management Program 

$261,752 

Resource Systems 
Group, Inc. 

San Francisco Parking Study 
Travel Demand Forecasts 

$125,655 

Resource Systems 
Group, Inc. 

BART Incentives Evaluation $93,292 

None 
Geary Bus Rapid Transit 
Environmental Impact Report 
Modeling 

$8,708 

None 
South of Market Ramps 
Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Model Runs 

$3,988 

Total Work Assignments Awarded to Date $493,395 
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RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TO EXECUTE, WITH 

CONDITIONS, A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH THE ALAMEDA-

CONTRA COSTA TRANSIT DISTRICT 

 

WHEREAS, On April 21, 2011, in a joint session with the San Francisco Planning 

Commission, the Treasure Island Development Authority (TIDA) Board of Directors adopted the 

Disposition and Development Agreement (DDA) between TIDA and Treasure Island Community 

Development (TICD) for the Treasure Island/Yerba Buena Island Development Project; and 

WHEREAS, The DDA includes, among other exhibits, a Financing Plan, Infrastructure Plan, 

Transportation Plan Obligations, Schedule of Performance, and Developer Environmental 

Sustainability Obligation; and 

WHEREAS, The DDA requires Treasure Island-East Bay Transit service at least every 30 

minutes throughout the service day, starting with the first Major Phase of the Development Project; 

and 

WHEREAS, The DDA includes the purchase, by TICD, of nine new standard buses for use 

by AC Transit to provide new direct bus service to the Islands from two stops in downtown Oakland 

(at the 19th Street BART Station and the 12th Street Oakland City Center BART Station); and 

WHEREAS, The Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency (TIMMA) and the Alameda-

Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) have developed a draft Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) that defines roles and responsibilities associated with the new transit service that will be 

provided between the East Bay and Treasure Island; and 

WHEREAS, Key elements of the MOU include the proposed service plan, operating cost 

assumptions, and a strategy to pursue funding for zero-emission bus grant funding; and 

WHEREAS, The ongoing operation of the Treasure Island-East Bay Transit service is 
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intended to be funded through: driver user fees from parking and a congestion toll, passenger fares, 

transit pass purchases, and incremental new federal formula funds associated with the new Treasure 

Island route; and 

WHEREAS, Although the AC Transit Board of Directors has the legal authority to set fares 

for the East Bay bus service, given the unique partnership between AC Transit and TIMMA, the two 

agencies have agreed to meet and confer to establish recommended fares for East Bay bus service; 

and 

WHEREAS, The AC Transit Board of Directors and the TIMMA Board of Commissioners 

must formally adopt fare recommendations from AC Transit and TIMMA staff; and    

WHEREAS, The TIMMA Board and the AC Transit Board of Directors will each 

independently adopt the budget for operations of the East Bay bus service on an annual basis; and 

WHEREAS, The MOU will remain in effect until replaced by a contract for service (the 

Operating Agreement), likely in 2019; and 

WHEREAS, At its May 16, 2017 meeting, the TIMMA Committee was briefed on the subject 

request, amended the MOU, and unanimously recommended approval of the amended MOU; now, 

therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the Executive Director is hereby authorized to execute, with conditions, 

a MOU with AC Transit. 

 

Attachment: 
1. Draft MOU with AC Transit 
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Attachment 1

Memorandum of Understanding 
Between the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District and 

the Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency 

This Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”), dated for reference purposes as of 
__________, 2017, is by and between the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District and the 
Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency. 

RECITALS 
A. On April 21, 2011, in a joint session with the San Francisco Planning Commission, the

Treasure Island Development Authority (TIDA) Board of Directors adopted a series of
resolutions to approve numerous entitlement and transaction documents relating to the
Treasure Island/Yerba Buena Island Development Project, including a Development
Agreement and a Disposition and Development Agreement (DDA), with Treasure Island
Community Development (TICD), adopting environmental findings pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act. On June 7, 2011, the San Francisco Board of
Supervisors approved the same.

B. The Treasure Island Transportation Implementation Plan (TITIP) was adopted concurrent
with the DDA and referenced in the DDA and outlined the goals, strategies, and
implementation plan for a new transportation system, infrastructure, and services to support
the development Project, including the designation of a Treasure Island Transportation
Management Agency (TIMMA) to oversee the implementation and management of the
transportation programs and revenues. The TITIP established a performance objective for
the transportation programs that 50% of all trips on and off of the island be made via transit;
and, secondly, that the operating subsidies required to provide enhanced transportation
services on the island, particularly ferry and AC Transit bus service, should be funded from
parking revenues on the island and proceeds from the congestion management tolls.

C. On April 1, 2014, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors (BOS) approved a resolution
designating the San Francisco County Transportation Authority (SFCTA) as the TIMMA.
The purpose of TIMMA, as set forth in the Treasure Island Transportation Management
Act of 2008 (State Assembly Bill 981), is to implement the TITIP.

D. This MOU is intended to guide the parties as they carry out certain obligations related to
implementation of the DDA, which DDA in turn is designed to implement the Project.
Under the DDA, TICD has certain obligations-including building the infrastructure (such
as the intermodal Transit Hub and ferry quay) making capital improvements, and providing
operating subsidies described in this document, and as more particularly defined in the
Infrastructure Plan and Financing Plan, both of which are attached to the DDA. Capitalized
terms used in this MOU and not otherwise defined shall have the meanings set forth in
these Recitals.

E. The Project’s EIR included an evaluation of the adequacy of the transportation services
proposed by the Project under two scenarios: a base transit scenario with more limited
transit service and an alternative scenario with an expanded transit service program. The
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East Bay bus service operated by AC Transit would be the same in either scenario, and the 
EIR assumed that the Project would fund the purchase of nine new standard buses for use 
by AC Transit, as and when necessary, to provide new direct bus service to the Islands 
from two stops in downtown Oakland: (1) Broadway at 20th Street (19th Street BART 
Station and Uptown Transit Center) and (2) Broadway at 14th Street (12th Street Oakland 
City Center BART Station). The parties acknowledge that AC Transit may decide to offer 
additional service to the East Bay via the MacArthur BART Station or a similar location, 
although such services was not analyzed in the EIR. 

F. Definitions: For the purpose of this MOU, certain words and terms used herein are defined 
as follows: 

1. “AC Transit” is the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District. AC Transit is an 
innovative, modern bus system, owned by the public of the East Bay. AC Transit’s 
mission is to provide safe, convenient, courteous, and reliable transit service. The 
District provides local bus transit service in 13 cities from Fremont to Richmond as 
well as regional express service to Downtown San Francisco. AC Transit 
previously operated the T line between the East Bay and San Francisco via Treasure 
Island. 

2. “BOS” is the San Francisco Board of Supervisors. 

3. “CCSF” is the City and County of San Francisco. 

4. “CEQA” is the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code 
§§21000 et seq.), together with the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of 
Regulations, Title 14 §§15000 et seq.), and Chapter 31 of the San Francisco 
Administrative Code. 

5.  “Conversion Act” is the California State Legislature adopted Assembly Bill 699, 
known as the Treasure Island Conversion Act of 1997. 

6. “CTMP” is a Construction Traffic Management Plan prepared in accordance with 
EIR Mitigation Measure M-TR-1. 

7. “DDA” is the Disposition and Development Agreement by and between TIDA and 
TICD, dated as of June 28, 2011. The DDA includes, among other exhibits, a 
Financing Plan, Infrastructure Plan, Transportation Plan Obligations, Schedule of 
Performance, and Developer Environmental Sustainability Obligations. 

8. “East Bay Paratransit” is a consortium of BART and AC Transit for the purposes 
of providing services mandated by the Americans With Disabilities Act. 

9. “EIR” is the Final Environmental Impact Report prepared for the Project pursuant 
to CEQA, and consists of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (“Draft EIR”) 
published by CCSF on July 10, 2010, and the Comments and Responses document 
published by CCSF on March 20, 2011, including revisions to the Draft EIR 
therein.  
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10. “Fiscal Year” means AC Transit’s fiscal year, commencing on July 1 of each 
calendar year and ending on June 30 of the following calendar year. 

11. “HOA Fees” are the fees that homeowners will pay for Master HOA activities 
including the mandatory purchase of  a monthly transit pass for all non-low income 
residents.  

12. “ICA” is the Interagency Cooperation Agreement between CCSF and TIDA dated 
for reference purposes as of June 28, 2011. 

13. “Master HOA” is the Master Homeowners Association for the Project. 

14. “MMRP” is the Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Plan attached to the 
DDA as Exhibit C. 

14.15. “MTC” is the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. 

15.16. “NSTI” is the former Naval Station Treasure Island military base located on the 
Islands. 

16.17. “OEWD” is the CCSF’s Office of Economic and Workforce Development. 

17.18. “Operating Subsidy” or “Annual Operating Subsidy” is an amount equal to the cost 
of providing transit service less fare revenue and any other funds dedicated to this 
service. Annual operating subsidy will be estimated in advance of providing service 
and will be paid by TIMMA to AC Transit in quarterly payments in advance as 
agreed upon in the Operating Agreement. Actual operating subsidy will be 
reconciled based on actual service provided and fares and funding collected. 

18.19. “Paratransit” refers to curb to curb transportation services provided to persons who 
are unable to utilize accessible fixed route service due to a disability, as defined by 
the Americans with Disabilities Act, also referred to as ADA. 

19.20. “Project” is the Treasure Island/Yerba Buena Island Development Project, which 
generally includes: up to 8,000 new residential housing units, of which at least 25% 
will be made affordable to a broad range of very-low to moderate income 
households, the adaptive reuse of approximately 311,000 square feet of historic 
structures, up to approximately 140,000 square feet of new retail uses, 100,000 
square feet of commercial offices space, 300 acres of parks and open space, up to 
500 hotel rooms, and new or upgraded public facilities, including a joint police/fire 
station, a school, facilities for the Treasure Island Sailing Center and other 
community facilities. The proposed plan for redevelopment of NSTI contemplates 
the development of an intermodal transit terminal on the west side of Treasure 
Island which will serve as the on-island hub for transit services to Oakland and San 
Francisco. 

21. “Schedule of Performance” is Exhibit JJ to the DDA, documenting the required 
timing for certain improvements under the DDA. 
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20.22. “Service Day” is a regular weekday typically from 5:00am to 10:00pm. 

21.23. “SFCTA” is the San Francisco County Transportation Authority. 

22.24. “SFMTA” is the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, the operating 
agency that provides MUNI and street operations services as approved in BOS 
Resolution 140224, approved by the BOS on April 1, 2014. 

23.25. “Technical Advisory Committee” (TAC) is the advisory committee established by 
TIMMA to serve as a point of coordination between the transit operators and other 
transportation programs on the Islands, consisting of TIMMA staff, and staff 
representatives from key partner agencies including SFMTA, AC Transit, and 
WETA. 

24.26. “TICD” is Treasure Island Community Development, LLC, the developer selected 
by TIDA and CCSF to carry out the Project. 

25.27. “TIDA” is the Treasure Island Development Authority, a non-profit, public benefit 
agency dedicated to the economic redevelopment of NSTI. TIDA has the rights to 
administer Tidelands Trust property, and is the local reuse authority for purposes 
of the redevelopment and conversion of NSTI to productive civilian uses. TIDA 
also performs and administers vital municipal services for the residential and 
daytime population during the interim reuse of the former military base. 

26.28. “TIMMA” is the Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency, also referred to in 
authorizing legislation, the DDA and related documents as the Treasure Island 
Transportation Management Agency. The creation of a Treasure Island 
transportation management agency was authorized by State Legislation in 2008 as 
part of AB 981 (“Transportation Authorizing Legislation”). The Transportation 
Authorizing Legislation authorized the San Francisco Board of Supervisors to 
designate a board or agency to act as the transportation management agency for 
Treasure Island and Yerba Buena Island. SFCTA was designated as the TIMMA in 
2014. TIMMA is a separate legal entity currently staffed by SFCTA. The 
Transportation Authorizing Legislation authorizes TIMMA, among other duties, to 
establish parking fines, parking fees, and congestion pricing fees, and to collect all 
parking and congestion pricing revenues generated on-island to support the 
Project’s transit and transportation demand management programs, including the 
East Bay bus service described in this MOU. TIMMA will be responsible for 
contracting for East Bay bus service to be provided between Treasure Island and 
Oakland, including coordinating with AC Transit on setting routes and schedules, 
and subsidizing operating costs, in accordance with the terms of this MOU. 

27.29. “TITIP” is the Treasure Island Transportation Implementation Plan, as adopted in 
June, 2011. 

28.30. “Transit Hub” is the ferry quay/bus intermodal transit center. 
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29.31. “Treasure Island” or “Islands” is collectively Treasure Island and Yerba Buena 
Island, two islands located within the city limits of CCSF. 

30.32. “WETA” is the Water Emergency Transportation Authority. 

 

AGREEMENT 

1. Description of Physical Improvements. The physical improvements necessary for the 
commencement of transit services serving the Islands, including East Bay bus service, 
include intermodal transit hub facilities, layover and street improvements on Treasure 
Island as further described below: 

1.1 Intermodal transit hub facilities. The Infrastructure Plan attached to the DDA 
details the assumptions and conceptual level scope of work for the design, 
engineering and construction of the intermodal transit hub facilities. Excerpts from 
the Major Phase I Development Application addressing the construction of transit 
facilities are provided in Appendix I to this MOU. The transit hub, located along 
the Island’s western shore, will also serve as a ferry and on-island shuttle terminal. 
The intermodal transit terminal will be designed to accommodate ticketing and 
passenger services, including providing covered waiting areas for transit 
passengers. Construction of the intermodal transit hub facilities are the 
responsibility of TIDA, and will be provided on behalf of TIDA by TICD pursuant 
to its obligations under the DDA, including but not limited to the Schedule of 
Performance. 

1.2 Layover. The Major Phase I development application details the assumptions and 
conceptual level of the bus layover zone that AC Transit and MUNI will share 
adjacent to the Job Corps property, as shown in Appendix I – Major Phase I 
Development Application. To provide slack and rest time and maintain schedule 
reliability, layover facilities for the AC Transit buses will be provided on both 
Treasure Island and in Downtown Oakland. On Treasure Island, buses share 
layover facilities, including operator restrooms, with buses on the San Francisco 
service;. while in Downtown Oakland, layover space could be shared with other 
existing routes or a new layover area could be designated. On the island, layover 
space shall be provided near the intermodal transit hub and on streets in the Island 
Center. TIDA is responsible for constructing the Treasure Island layover area 
pursuant to the DDA and the Schedule of Performance, while AC Transit will be 
responsible for any new layover facilities required in Oakland. 

1.3 Buses. There is currently no direct bus connection between the East Bay and 
Treasure Island. To initiate the new bus service to the East Bay under the proposed 
Project, TICD will fund  the purchase of nine new standard buses, when and as 
necessary to provide service to the Islands. All buses will provide service on 
Treasure Island at the intermodal transit hub and make various stops on the island 
as detailed in Appendix II – Bus Stops on Islands. Commensurate with the FTA 
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regulations, seven buses are provided for daily service, the eighth and ninth buses 
are spares necessary to perform maintenance and servicing of the nine bus fleet.  

1.4  Facility Standards. All streets, bus stops and other facilities on the Islands which 
will be served by AC Transit will be designed to meet AC Transit’s design 
standards for transit operation. All accessibility requirements will be met at all 
transit stops and facilities as required under the Americans With Disabilities Act. 

2.  Phasing and Schedule of Performance. Infrastructure for the Project, including the 
transportation improvements necessary to establish the service that is the subject of this 
MOU, will be built by TICD on behalf of TIDA, in accordance with the terms of the DDA 
and the Schedule of Performance. The transportation improvements required for 
establishment of East Bay service are anticipated to be constructed in the first Major Phase 
and will be complete prior to the commencement of East Bay bus service. 

3. Initial Service Plan Assumptions. The highest demand is anticipated during weekday peak 
period commute times. Initially, service may be less frequent, and over time peak period 
headways could be altered to provide sufficient capacity to meet demand. Mid-day and 
weekend service may be less frequent commensurate with demand. AC Transit, in 
coordination with TIMMA, will adjust service schedules and routes to meet actual ridership 
demands as the Project is built out and travel behavior changes over time. 

3.1 Headways. The Project’s land use plan and development pattern is centered on 
transit, and prioritizes walking and cycling on Treasure Island. To be effective, 
transit service must be reliable and frequent. Weekday service will be offered at 
least every 30 minutes throughout the service day. As ridership increases, TIMMA 
will fund increased service frequency with peak period service offered as often as 
every 10 minutes during weekday peak periods based on demand and available 
revenues to support service. AC Transit, in conjunction with TIMMA, will review 
service provision annually as described in Section 7.4, concurrent with the drafting 
of each Operating Agreement and calculation of each Operating Subsidy. and adjust 
headways as necessary to accommodate demand and budgetary constraints. On 
Saturdays and Sundays, buses are expected to leave the island every 30 minutes 
throughout the service day. 

3.2 Operating hours. AC Transit buses are assumed to initially operate between 5:00 
am and 10:00 pm on weekdays with potential service adjustments as ridership 
demands. Weekend service needs may be different than weekdays, and service 
spans and frequencies will be reviewed at least annually to accommodate actual 
service demand. 

3.3 Paratransit Service. Residents of Treasure Island requiring paratransit services 
mandated by the Americans with Disabilities Act will be considered to be within 
the jurisdiction of SFMTA and will receive paratransit services from SFMTA. 
Eligible passengers coming to Treasure Island from East Bay destinations within 
the AC Transit service area boundaries for ADA services will receive ADA 
Paratransit services to the extent required by law from the East Bay Paratransit 
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Consortium acting as the agent of AC Transit. In its capacity as the East Bay 
Paratransit Consortium lead, AC Transit will be fully compensated for all invoiced 
East Bay Paratransit trips to and from the East Bay, at a rate to be determined in the 
Operating Agreement.  

4. Service Interruption Contingencies. Service interruptions may result from scheduled 
maintenance, or from unscheduled events such as vehicle failure or natural disasters. The 
following describes contingency plans for both scheduled and unscheduled interruptions 
in service. 

4.1  Scheduled Maintenance. AC Transit is charged with regularly servicing the fleet, 
in line with standard industry practice, to avert unscheduled disruptions to transit 
service. AC Transit is responsible for ensuring that minimum service levels 
continue to be provided during fleet or facility maintenance activities by utilizing 
AC Transit’s system wide spares as available. TIDA will provide or cause TICD to 
provide spare vehicles based on AC Transit’s 20% spare guideline. The total 
number of vehicles to be provided per operating phase are shown in Appendix III 
– Fleet Procurement Schedule. AC Transit will be responsible for providing 
sufficient vehicles to ensure maintenance of service during scheduled outages of 
the primary fleet for routine maintenance and other needs. 

All planned reductions in service will be noticed to TIDA and the TIMMA a 
minimum of 90 days in advance of the scheduled service change. TIMMA and AC 
Transit will coordinate efforts to post information in the intermodal transit terminal, 
on buses, and via other media as available to inform East Bay bus riders of any 
planned service interruption or reduction as well as alternate services and routes 
available for transit. 

4.2 Unplanned Service Interruptions. AC Transit and TIMMA will meet to review AC 
Transit’s established procedures for dealing with unplanned service disruptions and 
will establish policies for service interruptions that are consistent with AC Transit’s 
practices, including roles and responsibilities for assisting passengers in the event 
of an unexpected service interruption. In the event that the East Bay bus service is 
unexpectedly interrupted, AC Transit will inform TIMMA, who will notify and 
coordinate with SFMTA and WETA to ensure that adequate alternative 
transportation can be provided. AC Transit will follow existing procedures for 
informing the 511 Transit Information line and all relevant media outlets so that 
information can be quickly and widely disseminated. AC Transit staff will direct 
passengers in Oakland on how to connect to alternative transportation services 
connecting to Treasure Island via mainland San Francisco. 

The cost of unplanned service interruptions will be credited to TIMMA’s quarterly 
service subsidy payment owed. 

5.  Bus Procurement Process 
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5.1 Design and type selection process. The Parties anticipate that AC Transit will 
operate standard 60-foot commuter coaches (or an equivalent high-capacity bus) on 
the proposed East Bay bus service. The buses will have approximately 52 seats, but 
could accommodate additional passengers (as standing passengers) on individual 
runs if demand exceeds the seated capacity of the coach. All vehicles will be 
designed to AC Transit’s specifications for Transbay buses at the time of 
procurement. Vehicles will be designed to meet the requirements of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA), applicable air quality regulations, and all other 
applicable regulations pertaining to transit operations. The parties will explore 
specification of clean fuel / zero emission vehicles (ZEVs). Final vehicle 
specifications will be detailed in a Procurement Agreement between AC Transit 
and TIMMA, to be executed no later than 24 months prior to the start of services. 

At full build out of the Project, the East Bay bus service will have a peak transit 
vehicle demand of seven coaches. After applying AC Transit’s guideline of an 
additional 20% of the peak transit vehicle demand to serve as an active spare fleet 
to accommodate routine maintenance needs or supplementary service in case of 
breakdowns or service disruptions, an additional two coaches will be required, 
bringing the total fleet requirements for the East Bay bus service to nine coaches. 
Figure 1 in Appendix III – Fleet Procurement Schedule estimates the timing of fleet 
procurement for the East Bay/Treasure Island service. Actual fleet size and timing 
of procurement will be determined in response to ridership demand and specified 
in the Procurement Agreement, to be executed no later than 24 months prior to the 
start of services.  

5.2 Terms of Purchase. TIMMA will coordinate funding through TICD and the 
available operating funds for the full cost of purchasing nine new standard 60-foot 
commuter coaches for the East Bay bus service. AC Transit estimates standard 60-
foot commuter coach costs to be approximately $800,000 each in 2017 dollars.  AC 
Transit estimates ZEV bus costs to be approximately $1.1million each in 2017 
dollars. Standard buses may be purchased by AC Transit using AC Transit 
procurement policies and paid for by TICD.  The incremental cost of ZEVs requires 
additional grant funding; AC Transit and TIMMA agree to develop a joint grant 
funding application strategy for the incremental costs of ZEVs, as described in 
Appendix IV, Potential ZEV Funding Sources. 

These vehicles are intended to become part of AC Transit’s Transbay bus fleet and 
will be replaced by AC Transit on a schedule set by AC Transit and the region for 
bus replacement. AC Transit will own all vehicles procured for Treasure Island 
service, provided AC Transit continues to provide Treasure Island/East Bay transit 
service for the useful life of any bus procured for this purpose, assumed to be 12 
years.  AC Transit will store and maintain the vehicles procured for Treasure Island 
service at existing facilities. 

If for any reason, AC Transit and TIMMA are unable to develop an appropriate and 
mutually agreeable service plan and reimbursement schedule for the Treasure 
Island/East Bay bus service during the useful life of buses paid for by TIDA, TICD 
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or TIMMA, or if AC Transit is not able to provide the service levels specified in 
the Operating Agreement, AC Transit shall transfer such buses to TIMMA. 

5.3  Schedule of procurement. Because bus procurement lead times can exceed two 
years, TIMMA, together with its partners TICD and TIDA, will work with AC 
Transit to ensure that adequate buses are available for opening day of service. The 
current service plan estimates that three (3) buses will be required for initial service 
levels (two in service, one spare), with the remaining six (6) buses phased in over 
time, per Appendix III – Fleet Procurement Schedule. No later than 24 months prior 
to the start of services, TIMMA and AC Transit will execute a Procurement 
Agreement to codify the procurement process and financial agreements needed to 
obtain the buses required for initial service levels. 

In the event that new buses are not available in time for opening day service both 
parties will explore the use of existing AC Transit rolling stock if available. AC 
Transit will not be required to disrupt regular service to provide vehicles for the 
Treasure Island/East Bay service.  Should demand increase during the peak periods, 
TIMMA and AC Transit will work together to determine whether additional buses 
are required, above the nine TICD funded buses, and to identify potential funding 
sources for their procurement. The estimated time of bus procurement is shown in 
Appendix III – Fleet Procurement Schedule.   

5.4 Procurement Policies. TIMMA and AC Transit shall comply with all applicable 
laws, policies, regulations and requirements related to the use of supplemental 
funding sources used to acquire vehicles for this project. 

6. Facilities Design 

6.1  Design guidelines and design review process. As described in Section 2 above, 
TIDA is responsible for funding and constructing the transportation improvements 
that are more particularly described below. Excerpts from the Treasure Island 
Major Phase I Development Application describing these improvements are 
detailed in Appendix I – Major Phase I Development Application. 

6.1.1 Transportation facilities (roadways, bus stops, loading bays, and layover 
locations). Providing speedy and reliable access for buses to and from the 
Bay Bridge is critical to ensuring the viability and attractiveness of transit 
and reducing overall automobile use on and off the Islands. However, 
limitations on ramp and bridge mainline capacities can conflict with this 
need to provide high-quality transit, as buses must generally share the road 
with other automobiles. A special “queue jump” phase will be installed with 
the traffic signal near the intermodal transit hub to prioritize bus access to 
and egress from Treasure Island Road. In addition, under certain 
circumstances, EIR mitigation measure M-TR-24 will require a bike lane to 
be converted for bus only use, providing a bus-only travel lane for 
approximately 0.5 miles between the intermodal transit hub and the west-
bound on-ramp on the west side of Yerba Buena Island. AC Transit buses 
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would have to merge into mixed-flow travel lanes for approximately one-
third of a mile to reach the eastbound on-ramp if this mitigation measure is 
implemented. TIMMA will work with AC Transit staff to develop 
additional measures, including additional queue jump controls to improve 
the speed and reliability of AC Transit’s approach to the Bay Bridge to be 
implemented in concert with EIR Mitigation Measure M-TR-24, to the 
extent any such measures are determined to be feasible and practical. 

6.1.2 Alighting stops. Alighting stops are to be provided immediately east of the 
Palm Drive and Clipper Cove Avenue intersection (on the south side of 
Clipper Cove Avenue) and immediately north of the Avenue D and Clipper 
Cove Avenue intersection (on the east side of Avenue D). A single boarding 
stop will be provided directly outside the intermodal transit hub on the west 
side of Palm Drive. All stops will be designed to AC Transit’s operating 
standards and will meet all clearances required by the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. All bus stops will be designed to be safe and considerate 
of adjacent pedestrian crossings. AC Transit will not be responsible for 
maintenance of the bus stop amenities or the roadway surrounding bus stops 
– the City of San Francisco will be responsible for the public realm 
maintenance. 

6.1.3 Bus Stops. Bus stops at the intermodal transit hub shall be sufficient to stage 
two AC Transit buses at any one time; one loading bay and one layover bay. 
Two separate bays will be provided for MUNI buses. All stops will be 
designed to AC Transit’s operating standards and will meet all Americans 
With Disabilities Act requirements. 

6.1.4 On-time schedule performance. To facilitate on-time schedule performance, 
layover facilities for the East Bay bus service shall be provided on both 
Treasure Island and in Downtown Oakland, as further described in Section 
1.2. The layover area on Treasure Island, to be shared by AC Transit and 
MUNI, will include operator rest room facilities either at or adjacent to the 
layover location.  On-time schedule performance goals will be identified in 
the Operating Agreement. 

6.1.5 Fueling/maintenance facilities. No fueling or maintenance facilities will be 
provided on the Islands. AC Transit expects to use existing fueling and 
maintenance facilities to service buses providing service to the Islands. The 
closest existing AC Transit maintenance facility is Division 2 in Emeryville, 
near San Pablo Avenue and 47th Street. AC Transit and TIMMA agree to 
evaluate the use of electric buses for the Treasure Island service which may 
require the installation of electric charging stations at the layover facility.  
Grant funding applications for ZEV costs, described in Appendix IV, should 
include the costs of electric charging infrastructure. 

6.1.6 Passenger amenities (shelters, benches, restroom facilities, wayfinding and 
real-time passenger information) will be designed, funded and installed by 
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TICD in consultation with TIMMA and TIDA. In general, both boarding 
and alighting stops will be designed with canopies or other shelter-type 
features to protect passengers from inclement weather, provide shade, and 
enhance comfort and safety at bus stops. Bus loading stops shall be 
equipped with other passenger amenities and safety features, including 
benches and adequate lighting. In consultation with TIDA and TIMMA, 
TICD will also be responsible for designing, funding, and installing transit 
wayfinding signs, in coordination with other Project wayfinding initiatives. 
TIDA and the City of San Francisco will have maintenance responsibilities 
for all passenger amenities, transit stops and wayfinding signs. AC Transit 
will not be responsible for maintenance of any new infrastructure unless 
specifically stipulated in a separate agreement. Bus shelters at loading 
locations should be designed to incorporate real-time traffic information 
displays, including projected arrival time of the next bus, traffic updates 
route, schedule and fare information, stop ID, and network map. All 
passenger information will conform to regional standards as determined by 
MTC and the Islands’ Transit Operators. AC Transit will meet and confer 
with TIMMA and the other transit operators at regular Technical Advisory 
Committee Meetings to ensure maximum coordination between the 
operators and consistency in the look and feel of passenger information. 

6.1.7 Restroom facilities. Restroom facilities at the intermodal transit hub shall 
be open to the public and conform to the San Francisco Building Code and 
ADA requirements. 

7. Financial Commitments 

7.1 Funding Framework. An underlying principle of the Project is that it be financially 
feasible. This principle is carried through to the Transportation Implementation 
Plan and specifically to the provision of East Bay bus service. An explicit goal of 
the East Bay bus service program is that it be financially feasible both in terms of 
upfront capital costs and long term operations. The Treasure Island-East Bay 
Transit service is intended to be funded through TIMMA / TICD contributions, 
passenger fares, transit pass purchases, incremental new federal formula funds 
associated with the new TI route, and grant funds. Funding for the Treasure Island-
East Bay Transit service will also include any incremental federal or state formula 
operating funding received by AC Transit as a result of the Treasure Island-East 
Bay Transit service. At no point will AC Transit be required to provide services 
that divert resources from its general fund. Appendix IV identifies potential sources 
of grant funds for ZEV vehicles and charging infrastructure.   

7.2 Funding for Capital Improvements. TIDA is responsible for constructing or causing 
TICD to construct the transportation improvements, in accordance with the terms 
of the DDA and the Schedule of Performance.  

7.3 Funding for AC Transit Operating Costs. 
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7.3.1 TIMMA Funding for East Bay Bus Service. Subject to availability of funds, 
TIMMA agrees to provide AC Transit an operating subsidy sufficient to 
cover the net operating costs associated with the East Bay Bus Service, 
which equals gross operating costs after accounting for revenue from fares 
collected by AC Transit (the “AC Transit Operating Subsidy”) and 
operating funding received from other non-AC Transit sources. Fare 
revenue attributed to this line will be determined using a mutually agreeable 
methodology to be finalized before the start of service and included in the 
Operating Agreement. The amount of the AC Transit Operating Subsidy 
required for a coming year will be set during the annual budgeting process 
between AC Transit and TIMMA, as further described below. Detailed 
transit service planning including the development of initial service 
schedules and operating costs is anticipated to be completed in 2017. The 
recommended service plans, operating costs and funding assumptions for 
this service will be included in a TIMMA/AC Transit Operating Agreement 
anticipated to be executed no later than 12 months prior to the start of 
services.  

The first Operating Agreement will use AC Transit’s official adopted hourly 
operating cost at the time of the agreement. 

7.3.2 Availability of Operating Subsidy and Service Levels. The AC Transit 
Operating Subsidy will be paid by TIMMA using the funding available to 
TIMMA which includes but is not limited to, on an interim basis, funding 
from TICD based on an annual schedule of payments, and on a long-term 
basis, revenues from fares and transit pass purchases, commercial and on-
street parking, and congestion pricing. TIMMA will budget, at a minimum, 
enough AC Transit Operating Subsidy in each year to operate the minimum 
level of service. Service levels over time will be determined in partnership 
with AC Transit and will be dependent both on changes in demand and on 
available funding for additional service. AC Transit may adjust schedules, 
reduce headways or make additional changes to provide a financially 
sustainable East Bay bus service, with the prior written approval of 
TIMMA. To maintain a consistent level of service, service level changes 
are not anticipated during a given Fiscal Year. In any event, if service level 
changes are warranted and agreeable to both TIMMA and AC Transit, they 
may be implemented no more often than once during the Fiscal Year, and 
only with extensive public involvement and public information. If projected 
operating costs exceed the Project’s available AC Transit Operating 
Subsidy, TIMMA and AC Transit will meet and confer to determine 
appropriate service level adjustments and/or identify additional outside 
funding sources available to maintain optimal service levels. 

 7.4 Budgeting Process. 

7.4. 1 Estimate of First Year Subsidy. The amount of the subsidy to be paid to AC 
Transit by TIMMA will be calculated annually as part of the budget process 
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based on agreed upon service levels and operating assumptions. AC Transit 
and TIMMA will meet and confer at least 12 months prior to the start of 
service to finalize schedules, costs and AC Transit Operating Subsidy 
requirements for the initial service year. 

The amount of the subsidy to be paid to AC Transit by TIMMA will 
incorporate incremental federal formula funding for maintenance received 
by AC Transit as a result of the TI line.  TIMMA’s subsidy owed will be 
credited for the amount of additional maintenance and operations formula 
funding received by AC Transit as a result of the TI line.    

TIMMA reserves the right to audit the AC Transit Annual Operating 
Subsidy and unit operating and maintenance costs. 

7.4.2 Payment of Subsidy for First Year of Service. TIMMA will pay AC Transit 
in advance of the first day of service, an amount equal to one fourth of the 
calculated annual subsidy required to operate the Treasure Island -East Bay 
service for the first year of service. TIMMA will advance operating subsidy 
payments to AC Transit in four equal payments on a schedule that is 
mutually agreed upon in the annual Operating Agreement. Actual subsidy 
required will be reconciled with actual fare revenues within 90 days of the 
close of the Fiscal Year after the completion of the first year of service. 

Actual subsidy required will credit any unplanned service interruptions to 
TIMMA. 

7.4.3 Fares. The AC Transit Board of Directors has the legal authority to set fares 
for the East Bay bus service. Given the unique partnership of AC Transit 
with TIMMA, the two agencies agree to meet and confer no less than 
annually, according to the timeframe described in Section 7.4.5, prior to the 
upcoming Fiscal Year to establish recommended schedules and fares for 
East Bay bus service in the coming year. Fare recommendations from AC 
Transit and TIMMA staff must be formally adopted by the AC Transit 
Board of Directors and by the TIMMA Board of Commissioners. Should 
the AC Transit Board of Directors adopt alternative fare schedules which 
impact the amount of revenue collected by AC Transit, TIMMA and AC 
Transit may be required to adjust service levels, service frequencies or 
service spans to ensure that adequate subsidy is available to operate the 
service. AC Transit and TIMMA will review all proposed bus schedules, 
fare levels and anticipated AC Transit Operating Subsidy requirements each 
year, and agree to adopt schedules based on a budget adopted by both 
agencies to their mutual satisfaction. 

7.4.4 Other Funding Sources. TIMMA and AC Transit will cooperate to reduce 
the AC Transit Operating Subsidy requirements by working together to 
identify and secure additional regional, state and federal funding sources. 
TIMMA and AC Transit agree to jointly seek funding from all available 
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external sources and to support each other in developing mutual strategies 
for increasing funding from all available external sources for both capital 
and operating needs. These sources include any incremental maintenance or 
operating funding received through state and/or federal formula. Funding 
from these sources may be applied to capital and operating costs as 
applicable. It is ’assumed that residents on Treasure Island will be required 
to add value to a Clipper Card as part of their HOA Fees. TIDA and TIMMA 
intend to work with the Islands’ transit providers and MTC to determine 
whether retained unused value on Clipper cards that are purchased under 
the Treasure Island HOA agreement can be captured to apply to island 
transit service. Funding from this source or any other sources applicable to 
the Treasure Island/East Bay service will be considered incorporated into 
the annual budget reconciliation process and may impactwill reduce the 
amount of subsidy required by TIMMA to operate service. 

7.4.5 Annual Reconciliation of Costs and Revenue. AC Transit and TIMMA will 
meet annually beginning in October of each calendar year to review the 
actual costs (based on scheduled service hours) and revenues from the prior 
service year. A “service year” will coincide with the Fiscal Year. Actual 
costs, revenues and subsidies from the prior service year will be reconciled 
based on actual experience. Any deviations from assumed fare revenue 
(higher or lower than projected) and scheduled service hours (higher or 
lower than expected) and/or any unanticipated costs or revenue approved 
during the Fiscal Year will be reconciled, and any additional cost or credit 
will be rolled into the budget for the subsequent year. The rate per revenue 
service hour will be set by contract and will not be adjusted after a service 
year has begun. 

7.4.6 Ownership of Data. AC Transit will be solely responsible for collecting and 
reporting data to TIMMA regarding passenger boardings, load factors and 
fare revenue, in a format and following a timeframe that is mutually 
agreeable to the parties. Riders boarding the East Bay/TI service will be 
considered AC Transit riders and their fares will be considered AC Transit 
fares for purposes of National Transit Database (NTD), and any and all 
external reporting. 

7.4.7 Budgeting for Future Service. Revenues and subsidy requirements for the 
coming service year will be determined based on a proposed operating 
schedule, estimated fare revenue, estimated revenue from other sources and 
operating subsidies to be provided by TIMMA. This data will be utilized in 
determining Project subsidy requirements for the upcoming year of 
operations. 

TIMMA and AC Transit will meet at least annually, beginning no later than 
nine months prior to any proposed change in service level or subsidy 
requirement. AC Transit and TIMMA will review all proposed bus 
schedules, fare levels and anticipated AC Transit Operating Subsidy 
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requirements each year, and agree to adopt schedules based on a budget 
adopted by both agencies to their mutual satisfaction. Service levels may be 
adjusted annually by mutual agreement as needed to ensure that TIMMA 
can fully cover the cost of service. AC Transit will not be required to fund 
Treasure Island transit services through general fund revenues. 

7.4.8 Budget Adoption. The TIMMA Board of Commissioners and the AC 
Transit Board of Directors will each independently adopt the budget for 
operations of the East Bay bus service on an annual basis. The budget will 
include information about the amount of service to be operated, the schedule 
of service to be provided, the number of buses to be procured and in 
operation and the expected revenue from all sources including fares. In the 
unlikely event that the two agencies cannot develop a mutually agreeable 
funding level, buses procured by TIMMA will be returned to the agency in 
good working order, and all agreements between the two agencies will be 
voided with a minimum of 180 days’ notice. Either TIMMA or AC Transit 
may take an action to terminate the Operating Agreement with a minimum 
of 180 days’ written notice. 

7.5 Payment of AC Transit Operating Subsidy. TIDA/TIMMA agree to pay the 
estimated AC Transit annual operating subsidy in four quarterly payments. 
Payments will be made to AC Transit no later than the first day of each quarter 
throughout the Fiscal Year an amount equal to one fourth of the estimated AC 
Transit Operating Subsidy requirement for the coming Fiscal Year. This amount 
will be adjusted based on the reconciliation of costs and fares from the prior Fiscal 
Year as described above. 

7.6 Design and Engineering. The Project and the DDA contemplate that the design and 
engineering of the transportation improvements shall be conducted by TICD and 
overseen by TIDA with input from AC Transit. 

7.7 TICD Obligations. As the master developer for the Project, TICD, pursuant to the 
DDA, Infrastructure Plan, and TITIP, is responsible for designing and engineering 
the transportation improvements to TIDA-approved specifications. In approving 
designs for intermodal transit hub improvements, TIDA will consult with AC 
Transit, and separately consult with SFMTA, WETA, and TIMMA. 

7.8 TIDA Roles and Responsibilities. TIDA is responsible for supporting TICD in the 
design of applicable transportation improvements to the standards established in 
consultation with AC Transit. Within five (5) working days after TIDA’s 
determination that the applicable Major Phase or Sub-Phase Application containing 
the intermodal transit hub improvements is a Complete Application or within five 
(5) working days after the date that such Application is deemed Complete, TIDA 
staff shall submit such Complete Major Phase or Sub-Phase Application, or 
applicable portions thereof, to AC Transit for review and comment. 
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7.9 AC Transit Roles and Responsibilities. Within thirty (30) days from AC Transit’s 
receipt of a Complete Major Phase or Sub-Phase Application from TIDA, AC 
Transit shall use commercially reasonable efforts to complete its review of each 
Complete Major Phase or Sub-Phase Application, or applicable portions thereof. 
AC Transit’s review will focus on applicable components of the transportation 
improvements within that Major Phase or Sub-Phase Application in order for AC 
Transit to provide review and comment on operational and design considerations. 

8. Construction. The construction of the applicable transportation improvements shall be 
conducted by TICD and overseen by TIDA, with input from AC Transit as and to the extent 
appropriate. 

8.1 TICD Obligations. As the master developer for the Project, TICD, pursuant to the 
DDA, Infrastructure Plan, and TITIP, is responsible for constructing the 
transportation improvements that support the East Bay bus service. TICD will 
manage the construction of the transportation improvements and will be responsible 
for their timely construction in accordance with the Schedule of Performance. 

8.2 TIDA Roles and Responsibilities. TIDA will oversee TICD’s construction of the 
transportation improvements. CCSF, acting by and through its Department of 
Public Works’ Bureau of Construction Management, will inspect and approve the 
improvements for acceptance by CCSF. TIDA will provide full cooperation and 
coordination with AC Transit to ensure minimal disruption to operations during 
construction. EIR Mitigation Measure M-TR-1 requires that TICD prepare a 
construction traffic management plan. The plan will be required, in part, to address 
the effects of construction on transit operations. TIDA will consult with AC Transit 
during its review of the plan. Any increases in operating costs due to construction 
will be passed through to TIMMA as part of the annual reconciliation process. 

8.3 AC Transit Roles and Responsibilities. During construction, TIDA, in its capacity 
of inspecting work in progress of the applicable transportation improvements that 
support the East Bay bus service, shall consult with AC Transit as necessary, to 
provide an opportunity for review and input regarding conformance with approved 
plans and specifications. 

9. Ownership, Operations and Maintenance of the Transportation Improvements. Upon 
completion and acceptance by CCSF and TIDA, the transportation improvements on the 
Islands described in this MOU shall be owned and maintained by either CCSF or TIDA, 
as applicable. 

10. Special Events. From time to time, special events may occur on the Islands that require 
event-specific transportation arrangements. All special events will be required to register 
with the TIMMA or TIDA, and will be required to provide a detailed transportation plan 
for the event, including costs and revenues to support added service. TIMMA staff will 
meet with the event transportation coordinator and AC Transit staff a minimum of 90 days 
prior to any significant event to finalize transportation needs including additional transit 
service for the event. Funding for any added bus service required or requested for a special 
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event will be entirely the responsibility of the event operator, and such service will be 
offered to the extent feasible through AC Transit’s then-existing fleet, facilities, charter 
regulations and personnel. 

11. Emergency Response Plan. TIMMA will coordinate with AC Transit’s Safety and Security 
services to develop an emergency response plan consistent with regional mutual aid 
agreements for transit operators established by MTC. 

12. Modification or Termination of This MOU. This MOU will remain in effect unless it is 
terminated or replaced by a contract for service (an Operating Agreement). The MOU may 
be amended as necessary, subject to the mutual approval of both the AC Transit Board of 
Directors and the TIMMA Board of Commissioners. AC Transit and TIMMA each retain 
the right to terminate this agreement for any reason with 30 days’ notice. 
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Appendix III 

Fleet Procurement Schedule 

 
Treasure Island Transit Capital Needs 

AC Transit East Bay Bus Service 

There is currently no direct bus connection between the East Bay and Treasure Island.   
The Treasure Island Transportation Implementation Plan (TITIP) calls for new direct 
service between Treasure Island and downtown Oakland.  At full buildout this route will 
operate at 10 minute headways. 

TIMMA and AC Transit are currently coordinating transit service planning for the new line. 
It is anticipated that three 60’ buses will be needed when service is initiated in 2019.  At 
full buildout, a total of nine buses will be required.  The following table shows the 
anticipated bus procurement schedule. 

 2019 2021 2024 2026 2027 2029 2032 

New Bus Purchases 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Agenda Item 6 

Memorandum 

Date: December 7, 2017 
To: Treasure Island Mobility Management Agency Committee 
From: Eric Cordoba – Deputy Director for Capital Projects 
Subject: 12/12/17 Board Meeting: Authorize the Executive Director to Execute, with Conditions, 

a Memorandum of Understanding with the Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District 

DISCUSSION 

Changes Since TIMMA Committee Approval. 

At the May 16 TIMMA Committee meeting, the Committee amended the draft MOU to strike a 
sentence stating that the fare for the AC Transit service is anticipated to be set at the Transbay fare. 
The AC Transit Board of Directors approved the MOU with this amendment at its June 14, 2017 
meeting, in addition to several other minor updates to the TIMMA Committee version. The attached 
MOU is the version approved by the TIMMA Committee, with red-line changes approved by the AC 
Transit Board, which incorporates minor clarifications regarding definitions; the Oakland layover 
facilities; vehicle storage location; public realm maintenance; and funding credits, among others. 

This agreement will remain in effect until replaced by a contract for service (the Operating 
Agreement), likely in 2019. 

Background. 

On April 21, 2011, in a joint session with the San Francisco Planning Commission, the Treasure Island 
Development Authority (TIDA) Board of Directors adopted the Disposition and Development 
Agreement (DDA) between TIDA and Treasure Island Community Development (TICD) for the 
Treasure Island/Yerba Buena Island Development Project.  The DDA includes, among other exhibits, 
a Financing Plan, Infrastructure Plan, Transportation Plan Obligations, Schedule of Performance, and 

RECOMMENDATION       ☐ Information      ☒ Action 

Authorize the Executive Director to execute, with conditions, of a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Alameda-Contra Costa 
Transit District (AC Transit). 

SUMMARY 

TIMMA and AC Transit have developed a draft MOU that defines roles 
and responsibilities associated with the new transit service that will be 
provided between the East Bay and Treasure Island. Key elements of the 
MOU include the proposed service plan, process for establishing a fare, 
operating cost assumptions, and a strategy to pursue funding for zero-
emission bus grant funding. 

☐ Fund Allocation
☐ Fund Programming
☐ Policy/Legislation
☐ Plan/Study
☐ Capital Project

Oversight/Delivery
☐ Budget/Finance
☒ Contract/Agreement
☐ Procurement
☐ Other:
__________________
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Developer Environmental Sustainability Obligations. On June 7, 2011, the San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors approved the same. 

The DDA includes the purchase, by TICD, of nine new standard buses for use by AC Transit to 
provide new direct bus service to the Islands from two stops in downtown Oakland (at the 19th Street 
BART Station and the 12th Street Oakland City Center BART Station). The ongoing operation of the 
Treasure Island-East Bay Transit service is intended to be funded through: driver user fees from 
parking and a congestion toll; passenger fares; transit pass purchases; and incremental new federal 
formula funds associated with the new Treasure Island route. 

Anticipated Bus Service. 

Weekday and weekend Treasure Island-East Bay Transit service will be offered at least every 30 
minutes throughout the service day, starting with the first Major Phase of the Development Project, 
anticipated January 1, 2020. As ridership increases, TIMMA will fund increased service frequency with 
peak period service offered as often as every 10 minutes during weekday peak periods based on 
demand and available revenues to support service. The AC Transit Board of Directors has the legal 
authority to set fares for the East Bay bus service.  However, given the unique partnership of AC 
Transit with TIMMA, the two agencies agree to meet and confer to establish recommended fares for 
East Bay bus service.  The AC Transit Board of Directors and the TIMMA Board of Commissioners 
must formally adopt fare recommendations from AC Transit and TIMMA staff.   

Zero-Emission Vehicles. 

AC Transit and TIMMA are exploring specification of clean fuel/zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs). 
Final vehicle specifications will be detailed in a Procurement Agreement between AC Transit and 
TIMMA, to be executed no later than 24 months prior to the start of services, likely in 2018. These 
vehicles are intended to become part of AC Transit’s Transbay bus fleet. The recommended service 
plans, operating costs and funding assumptions for this service will be included in a TIMMA/AC 
Transit Operating Agreement anticipated to be executed no later than 12 months prior to the start of 
services, likely in 2019. The TIMMA Board and the AC Transit Board of Directors will each 
independently adopt the budget for operations of the East Bay bus service on an annual basis. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT 

The recommended action would not have an impact on the adopted Fiscal Year 2016/17 budget. 

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS 

Attachment 1 – Draft Memorandum of Understanding 
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